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On the Progress of the North American Carioniferous Flora, in prepara-

tion for the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

By L. Lesquereux.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, January 5, 1877.)

The purpose of this memoir is to give a short account of the progress

which has been made, to this day, in the preparation of the North Ameri-

can Coal Flora as one volume of the current Keports of the Second Geo-

logical Survey of Pennsylvania.

At, first it seemed appropriate to prepare for publication, and in order to

preserve the right of priority of names, a catalogue of the species which

have to be described in the Flora, and to define the essential points of the

classification, especially the generic divisions.

Details of classification, however, cannot be positively fixed before

all the materials used in the preparation of the descriptions of the species

have been definitely examined. Then the manuscript of the flora will be

ready for the printer and a synopsis of it would be useless. Moreover, a

mere enumeration of names would offer little of general interest.

It is therefore more advisable to give in advance an expose of the plan

which has been followed in the researches deemed necessary for the pre-

paration of the work ; of the available sources of information ; of the ma-

terials, when and where collected for it ; of the point arrived at until now,

and, therefore, of the more interesting data which have to be exposed in

the publication of this Flora.

Those who have ever examined what is generally called specimens of coal

plants, know that they generally represent parts of trunks, whose surface is

marked by peculiar impressions; or branches without leaves, whose relation

is recognized also by the scars upon their bark; or, for the ferns, especially,

fragments or pinnae of fronds will leaflets, or more generally, of detached

pinnules, which, though they may be beautiful, do not give, when con-

sidered separately, an idea of the general or true character of the vegetable

to which they belong. The classification of the living species of the great

family of the ferns is derived more especially from the characters of their

fructifications. In the coal, though the ferns constitute by far the greatest

part of the vegetation, their fructifications are rarely found, and when found,

they are mostly attacho'd to branches or pinnae separated from the sterile

fronds, which then, were, as they are now, of.en very different in aspjct

and characters fi'om the fruiting ones. Hence it is very difficult to ascertain

tliL'ir correlation ; and thus the paleobotanist may place in one genus a sterile

branch when he has to describe the fertile pinna of the same tern, in another.

Long ribbon leaves, hard fruits of various shape, also are frequently seen

in the shale of the coal ; but these are most rarely, if ever found attached
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to Stems, and, therefore the relation of many of them to the plants which

they represent prevents their reference to original types, and forces, for their

description, an artificial classification which the discovery of a single

specimen may overthrow. Hence it happens that, in tiie pursuit of his

researches to recognize the specific characters or even the more distant

rehitions of the vegetable fragments, the paleontologist is forced to look for

and to compare a large number of specimens before he is able to fi.\ their

references. The subdivisions of the leaves or fronds of ferns, the pinnae

and pinnules, have not between the same spacies that kind of likeness or

affinity of shape remarked between the leaves of dicotyledonous plants.

The modilicalions of form are not only extremely numerou.s, but present

such an anomalous diversity, that botanists unacquainted with this section

of natural history could often suppose no generic relation between some

of the leaflets which represent the same species. One of the most common
ferns of the middle coal measures, a Neuropteris, for instance, is nearly

always found in detached, fine, large, cordate-lanceolate leaflets, which

sometimes measure four to five inches in length and two or three inches in

diameter. Homesmall round or broadly oval pinnules arc generally found

mixed with those large leaves ; they are not even half an incli in diameter ;

and though they have a similar character of nervation, the diflerence in

shape and size is so marked that they were of course described under a

difTcrenl specific name. Lindley and Hulton were the first to suppose,

from llieir coincidence of local distribution, that they might possibly repre-

sent parts of the same plant. Since then, and long afterwards, large branches

of fronds have been discovered in this country wuth the two forms of leaves

attaclied to the same pedicel, the large leaves being borne upon a short

stalk, witli two small leaflets attached to their base. A numl)er of cases ot

the same kind might be mentioned ; but this one is sufficient, and I quote

it not merely to show how great are the difflculiics encountered by the

botanist in the study of coal plants and what persistence it demands, but

to prove that the discoveries made iu the coal flora of this continent ren-

der now to European pale:)ntologists the same amount of assistance that

we have received from their works iu former times.

Tlie remains of coal plants, gcnerall}' pleasant to the eye by their grace-

ful sliape, and some of them of very peculiar forms, widely apart from

those which are generally observable in the vegetation of our time, could

not but, as wonderful productions of nature, excite the interest of the first

investigators of the carboniferous measures of Penn.sylvania. Already

in 1818, Steinhauer had published in the Transactions of the American

Philosophical Society his Fossil reliquia, where remains of plants now re-

ferable to Galamites, Lepidiidi'iulron, Ulodendron, Artisia, Sigillaria, and

' Sligmaria, nre figured and described under the collective name of Phyto-

lithes. He does not represent any kind of fern ; but he mentions in the in-

troduction that most of the specimens of fossil plants from the carboniferous

are lilices (ferns). After him, in 1820, Granger mentions without doscrip

tions a fevv specimens of coal plants from Zanesville, Oluo. From that time
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to 1828, Granger, Cist and Professor SiUinian sent a number of specimens

to Brongniart, wlio was then engaged in tlie publication of his great work

upon the flora of the coal. In 1831, Professor Eaton described with figures

a fossil scale tree, (Lepido:le)idron\ sent to him from Montrose, in Bradford

County, Pennsylvania.* In 1833, the same author remarks that Professor

James Hall had made in Pennsylvania the most extensive collection of

vegetable fossils that had hitherto been made on this continent, and gives

the names of six species which had been determined by the aid of Brong-

niart's figures and descriptions, adding that he had before him twenty-five

ascertained species from the coal measures of Penns3^1vania. Already in

1831 the description of Facoides Brongniarti was published by Harlan, who
had discovered it and mentioned it before as F. AUejhaniensls. This species

was later redescribed by Hall in Pal. of New York, as F. Harlaiii, and later

still Goppert, in his Flora of the Transition measures, rendered a just tribute

of homage both to Harlan and to Hall in describing it anew as Harlania

Ilallii. I find in the same historical record of Professor Lesley, mention of

a splendid collection of coal plants made at great expense and presented

to the Geological Society of Pennsylvania by Dr. Martin. This collection,

it seems, has been lost. Then, of a plate of fossil plants of the NewRed of

Virginia, by Mr. F. G. Clemson; farther on, a paper by Harlan on coal plants,

four species of which are figured ; and later still, some remarks fiom the

same naturalist upon a species of Equ'settun. referrable to Asterophyllifes or

Annularla. To this I may add the record of a mem)ir published in 1887

by Dr. Hildreth, in Silliman's Journal, where this able geologist and noble

man has figured a number of coal plants, mostly undescribed and without

names,, some of them of indefinite relationships ; and of another memoir

published in 1847 by Dr. Teschraacher of Boston, who mentions twenty-

three species of coal plants from Massachusetts and Rhode Island, some of

them figured, and more or less distinctly referrable to species known from

the works of European authors. For, at that time, the coal flora of Europe

had been already studied with great activity, and besides the works of the

older authors, Schlottheim, Artis, LindleyandHutton, Sternberg, which have

lost nothing of their scientific value even to our time, the paleobolanists of

America had for points of comparison of their fossil plants the Flora of

Brongniart, and his numerous memoirs on coal plants published from 1831

to 1844 ; a pamphlet of Berger oa the fruits of the coal ; Corda's Beitrage,

a splendid work on the internal structure of fossil trunks and stems ; Ger-

mar's work on the fossils of the carboniferous of Wettin ; Goppert's Systema,

1836 ; and later, his genera (Gattungen), published from 1841-48 ; Gutbier
;

Unger on the Calamites ; and less important memoirs of authors, Binuey,

Geinitz, Schimper, Roemer, etc., who have now become far-famed by no-

table works on the vegetable paleontology of the coal.

From this rapid synopsis it may be seen how little was known of the car-

boniferous flora of North America when, in 1851, I was called to join the

*I quote this and tlie following data from Professor J. P. I.iesley's historical

sketches, as I have had no access to the mentioned memoirs.
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corps of the first Geological Survey of Pennsylvania as Palcobotnnist, and

was then requested, not merely to collect and study the coal plants,

and to pivc an account of them, but to find in regard to their stratiixraphi-

Cid distribution <»oni(> data which might be of application for the determi-

nation of the relative position of the coal beds. I went to work then ; but

when I look now upon thos" first researches of mine, I can but feel a deep

sense of commiseration r)rthat student of American paleobotany who had

never before seen an American specimen of fossil plants, and who was
called to prepare a full record of a flora which after twenty-five years

of incessant work is as yet, and will ever be, incomplete; and to de-

cide upon problems as far from solution now, after the multiplied re-

seiirches of a score of naturalists of the highest standing, as they

were thirly years ago. And this commiseration does not apply merely

to the results of the work, but to the labor itself. I had as yet never

had any collection of coal jilants of my own, and thus had no points

of comparison whatever. I had merely studied these plants in some

of the more important cabinets of Europe, especially that of Strasbourg,

which had furnished to Brongniarta large part of the materials used for his

Flora. And, except a copy of Sternberg lent to me by the director of the

survey, I had no books. The work had to he done, however. Spending daj^s,

even whole weeks, upon the great heaps of black shale, now such a marked

feature of the landscape of the Anthracite fields ; cutting and turning over

those shales, sometimes heated by the sun to such a degree that they could

hardly be taken into the hands ; comparing incomplete fragments in trying

to recognize the original characters of the plants ; carefully collecting all

that seemed of any value to my purpose, and heaping and transporting

lots of specimens on my back, however great the distances might be, I had

soon materials enough at ray command. For then most of the mines were

new openings ; the shales were generally taken out, and lay uncovered,

and some of the coal beds were very rich in fossil remains. Moreover, I

found already some fine cabinets of fossil plants open to me for exami-

nation ; that of Mr. Clarkson of Wilkesbarre ; of Mr. Jones of Carbondale,

both very intelligent gentlemen, superintendents of coal mines ; and many
fine specimens, isolated as curiosities by hotel keepers or land proprietors,

were presented to the survey. All these specimens after being examined

and labeled by a No. of order corresponding with those of my book of ref-

erences, in which remarks on the specification were written, were boxed

and sent to the address of Professor Rogers at Philadelplua ; except, how-

ever, those which had to be figured for the plates of the report, or which as

yet, of uncertain relation, had to be more carefully studied.

At the suggestion of the director of the survey I had prepared for pub-

lication in the Boston Journal of Natural History (.\ugust, 1S54) an

abridged description of the new species of fossil plants found in the coal

fields of Pennsylvania. But the final report was mostly made at the house

of Prof. Rogers at Bostoii, where all the specimens of the survey were

then, and where I spent three months in a final review to close the memoir
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on the fossil flora of the coal. When I d'ilivered it, it was with the under-

standing that I should have the privilege of reviewing the manuscript

before it was delivered to the printer, or at least of correcting the galley-

proofs. But I heard nothing m>re about it, nor a word from Prof. Rogers ;

and thus I supposed that the publication of the report had been abandoned
;

wlieu I received, in 1838, a printed copy of the plates, with a note request-

ing me to correct them if I found it advisable, and slating that the report

was already definitely printed. Of course, as I had no copy of the manu-
script, nor any proof prints, I could not correct the plates, which are

moreover satisfactorily engraved. It is not necessary to saj" that if I could

have reviewed the memoir before its publication it would have been, if not

re-written entirely, at least grea ly m)dified ; f )r af.er some years of fur-

ther researches for specimens of coal plaats in the Pennsylvania anthracite

fields, I should have had some important corrections to make and a number
of interesting data as additions to it. For indeed its phraseology is very

poor, the descriptions incomplete, and some of tlie species incorrectly

named ; the orthography of the Latin names especially is abominable ; but

as it is the same for the nomenclature of Prof. Rogers, the printer is ac-

countable for the defect. Even on th.; subject of incorrect determinations

of species little has been criticised of the memoir by European authors, and

the continued examination of a great number of specimens up to this time

has confirmed them with few exceptions. Asteropht/llites ovalis and cras-

sicauUs are fruiting branches now rL^ferred by some b 'tunists lo Anri'ilar'ia,

by otliers to Sphenophyllum, by myself still to As^erophyUitea. The charac-

ters of these remains are now known by specimens as comple e as may be

obtained of petrified vegetable organisms; their relation is, however, not

determined upon, and is still in discussion amang European authors.

Alethopteris obneurtt, of which a mere fragment, seemingly far too incom-

plete for satisfactory determination, is I'epresented PI. I, was later dis-

covered at the same locality, in whole pinnae, which show the same charac-

ters and relation as marked in the first description. Cydopteris {Neurop-

teris) fimhriata has not only been found at diflferent places, especially in

Illinois, always representing the characters originally ascribed to it, but

even Prof. Heer, who, when the species was first published, considered it

as an imaginary or abnormal representation of leaves of ferns, has it now
from the anthracite measures of Switzerland, and has described two species

remarkably similar to or perhaps identical with it. The splendid Neurop-

teris Ro^ersli has been found again in many specimens, at the same and

only locality where it had been originally discovered, preserving its

identity of cliarac'.ers. Another specimen also has been obtained of the

queerly branching Sphsnopteris Neuoberryi, with the same peculiar forking

of its pinnae. And the Lepidodeniron species, though multiplied too far

according to Schimper, have been studied from an immense number of

specimens from the lower plant bearing strata of the whole extent of the

North American coal measures, and their specific characters have been

found persistent upcm large trunks and upon small branches, therefore wih
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the scars of very dilVerent size. Some correc ions liave to be made, as said

al)ovc', but certainly not more than would be demanded for a work of this

kind, pursued under the most unfavorable circumstances, twenty years after

its piihliration.

Alter the close of the survej' or of the exploration under the direction of

Prof H. D. Rogers, I had continued, on my own account and at my own
expense, the explorations for the s:udy of the coal plants of the antliracite

fields of Pennsylvania. In the fall of 1857, while stopping at Pottsvillc for

the examination and determination of a large lot of specimens of fossil

plants in the cabinet of the Pottsville Scientific Association, I was requested

by some members of the society to prepare a catalogue of all the species

which had come under my examination in Pennsylvania and other States,

including the species which I had then recognized in the Pottsville cabi-

net. This catalogue, delivered February 1858, was immediately pub-

lished. It comprises the names of 286 species, including those copied from

a list of the species of coal plants from Ohio by Dr. Newberry. Most of

the species described in my report to Prof Rogers are named, and form the

largest part of it ; some however being left out as uncertain, others added
and described and figured as new. No reference is made in this catalogue

to the Pennsylvania Geological Report for the good reason that I did not

know if this report should ever appear in print. But as the new species

described in it had been already published, and their names were thus

public property, and as the others were those of species described by
European authors, I was then and am now still unable to see how the

publication of this catalogue could be considered as a breach of litx-rary

obligation, according to the expressions of the Pennsylvania report, p. 878.

It is certainly needless to say any more on the subject.

I had at that time become acquainted with the fossil flora of the Penn-
s^-lvania coal measures quite as sufficiently as I thought needful for

my purpose, and I was anxious to pursue the exploration in other coal

fields in order to be able to study the characters of the vegetation of the

coal at distant localities, for the elucidation of more important questions,

those especially referable to the geographical and stratigraphical dis-

tribution of the species at the carboniferous period. For it would not do to

attempt to expose a history of the American coal flora merely from data

obtained in Pennsylvania. With this idea I began a new series of field explo-

rations, and the examination of all the collections of fossil plants to which

I could gain access ; and this work has been pursued nearly uninterruptedly

until now. First I went, twice, along the Ohio river from Pomeroy down to

Gallipolis, and up the Kenawha river to the salines of Charlestown, Vir-

ginia. I liad then the opportunity to see the cabinet of Dr. Ilildreth at Ma-
rietta, and to begin with this justly venerated geologist a series of relations

and mutual communications coniinucd to his de.ith. At Charles'own I had
access to a fine cabinet of specimens of the Hev. Mr. Brown, who had a num
ber of in'eresting and new species. I collected mj-.self good material for study

in the mines worked thm above that place. I visited the more interesting
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portions of the coal measures of Ohio ; twice the mines of Cuj'ahoga Fal's
;

those along the railroad from Cleveland to the mouth of YeUow creek ; the

coal strata under the Flint ridge near Newark ; those of Zanesville. and
down the Muskingum river, thus passing over the coal fields in various di-

rections.

I had been before to Nashville to see Professor Troost and his cele-

brated cabinet of mineral specimens, which had the.i scarcely anything

referable to vegetable paleontology. I found later, however, at Lebanon,

in the collections of Prof Jas. M. Safford, State Geologist of Tennessee, a

fine lot of remarkably well preserved impressions ot ferns, with some hard

fruits, Caiyoliihes, Trigonoearpes, some of them new species.

These private researches becoming too expensive for my very limited

means, and also too little productive in results of importance to my re-

searches, I readily accepted the proposition of Dr. D. D. Owen, to join his

corps of assistants on the Geological State Survey of Kentucky, and gave to

the work two or three months each year. These explorations were of little

account, and did not afiiord any valuable discoveries in vegetable paleon-

tology. For except the coal beds of the upper stage, worked for the use of

steamboats along the Ohio river, and which had no fossil remains of plants,

most of those exposed inland were then unopened for want of communica-

tions, and thus I had rarely any opportunity to get good specimens.

The results of the geological reconnaiaance in Arkansas, under the same
direction, were far more valuable and interesting. But here, again, it was im-

possible to stop at peculiar places for prolonged investigation for fossils. So

hurried were the explorations made, with the liecessarj^ incumbrance of a

camp, that for the examination of the finest exposition of a coal, that of

Males, where there was an abundance of specimens, we had scarcely one

hour of time. This exposure was at the top of a mountain where no water

and no feed could be got for the horses, and arriving at the mines late in

the evening when it was already nearly dark, we had to leave at daybreak,

and thus was lost the only good opportunity I had to compare the charac-

ters of the sub-carboniferous flora of that S;ate with those of the true carbo-

niferous of the Eastern basins.

The specimens hastily secured in that short time, however, proved very

valuable ; for if they did not represent a number of species sufficient for a

determination of the general character of the vegetation, they showed
mostly new types, as may be seen in the second volume of the Arkansas

Geological Report, where they have been described and figured in five

plates.

My next explorations in connection with the Geological State Survey of

Illinois vvere, per contra, very productive in valuable discoveries in relation

to the flora of the coal. The very able chief of the survey, A. H. Worthen,

then gave not only to the direction of the work the greatest energy, look-

ing for every possible opportunity of examining himself the coal strata

whose station was still uncertain ; but whenever we had chances of obtain-

ing fossil remains he gave me sufficient time and his own assistance for
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collections which, transferred to the large State cabinet of Springfield, were

afterwards examined and determined at leisure. Some localities, like that

of .Morris, Grundy county, for e.\aniple, where the vegetable fragments are

preserved both in soft shale, and in very liard concretion.s, afforded a rare

opp;)rtunity for the study of a local distribution of the coal flora and also of

a Fc-markable exposition of its richness and luxuriance. For the con-

cretions there hold in preservation some of the small and soft vegetable re-

mains which are generally de-stroyed by a protrac.ed maceration in porous

materials like shale or sandstone. There were moreover at Morris some

private cabinets of gentlemen interested in fossil botany by the beauty of

the specimens obtainabk' in the vicinity, those of Jos. Even, S. S. Strong,

Prendel, Armstrong. These were kindly opened for mj' examination, and

afforded abundant materials for study. The essential results of the paleo-

botanical explorations in Illinois are exposed in the second and fourth vol-

umes of the Geological Reports of that State, and their importance may be

judged by the table of species, Vol. IV, p. 471, whose number amounts to

two hundred and twenty -six, a number which has been greatly increased

since then. Some of the species recognized in the flora of Morris are

extremely interesting, remarkable indeed for characters which had no-

where been recognized until then in the vegetation of coal, and which

therefore might be supposed to be somewhat imaginary or derived trom ob-

scure specimens. These, however, like Neuropteris Verbencefolia, N.
pach'iderma of the second volume, have been re-discovered in better speci-

mens, though the first were already satisfactorily determined. And this was

the more opportune that the first and only specimens used for exemplifica-

tion and belonging to Mr. Even had been lost by a fire which destroyed his

whole propert}'. This second volume also figures some peculiar species to

which is attached a double importance and significance, by their own char-

acters, and by their relations to types generally considered as strangers to

the carboniferous formations. Of these I will say something more after

finishing the enumeration of the means employed for increasing the amount
of materials serviceable for the study of the coal flora.

While occupied with the surveys, I bad always, in pursuance of the

same plan, looked for every opportunity of examining local collections or

encouraging local researches for specimens of fossil idanis. The specimens

of Amherst College had been entrusted to me for determina'ion. I had

seen also those of Yale College, those of Prof. J. D. Dana ; determined the

species in the cabinet of Princeton College, and established correspondence

for exchanges or coinmunicalions ; among others with Mr. T. II. Clark,

of Newport, K. I., who had for a long time collected specimens of plants

from the coal of Mount ri<^pe, which by and by gave a very interesting

contribution to the North American coal flora. More recentlj^ a new light

was thrown into the obscure question of the vertical distribution of the coal

flora and upon the characters of its groups, by the communication of a

whole cabinet of fossil plants from the coal fields of Alabama, sent for de-

termination by the Director of that Geological Survey, Prof. Eug. A. Smith.
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A mere catalogue of the names has been published in the first volume of

his first report, together with a reference to the group or geological

division indicated by these plants. The remarks then made on this sub-

ject have been confirmed by subsequent communications of specimens from

the same coal fields ; those of Mr. T. H. Aldrich, proprietor of the Monte-

vallo coal, and of Mr. Thos. Sharp, Superintendent of the Newcastle Com-

pany.

Since my connection with the Second Geological Survey of Pennsyl-

vania explorations of the same kind have been pursued with renewed

activity, and these have been still more fruitful and more interesting than

those of old. They have greatly increased and multiplied the field of

researches, constantly adding new materials to those which were at

hand, and thus showing how great is the richness of the vegetation of the

coal, and how backwards we are yet in our acquaintance with it. We
have now a group of fossil plants from Clinton, Mo which, collected by

Dr. Britts in lower carboniferous very productive sliale, not only repre-

sents many new species, but, taken in the whole, affords a fair point of

comparison for the western lower coal measures. Another from the Can-

nelton Coal of Beaver county. Pa. (Coal C, of Lesley), where M. J. F.

Mansfield, the proprietor, has, at great expense of time and money, pur-

sued systematic explorations in the roof shales, which there hold re-

mains of plants in profusion. This local flora will become an important

representative of the vegetation of the middle part of the lower carbonifer-

ous. Prof. Worthen has sent a lot of plants, some of them of new and re-

markable types, from under the Chester Limestone of Western Illinois ; and

Prof. E. T. Con, anotiier not less interesting from the Whetstone grit

of Lidiana, which overlies the same sub-carboniferous formation. From
the same geologist I have had for determination a number of specimens of

fucoids, or remains of marine plants, very remarkable in their typical

relations, all discovered in the coal measures of Lidiana. Though these do

not belong to the Pennsylvania survey, and have been described in the

last report of Lidiana, they pertain, of course, to the Coal Flora. And more
still, we have received from Llinois a lot of specimens from the pseudo-

carboniferous, representing plants of the same characters as those discovered

by Prof E. B. Andrews in the Waverly Sandstone of Ohio. This com-

munication is due to Mr. S. H. Southwell, of Fort Byron, 111. who dis-

covered also at about the same horizon specimens of one of the species of

fucoids described in the Indiana report.

Last fall I visited twice the sub-carboniferous coal beds around

Sharon and Youngstown, to ascertain the character of their vegetation,

and obtained valuable specimens, some of them of new species. I made
also a short tour of exploration in the basins of the Swatara river and

Raush creek to compare once more the plants of the Mammothwith those

of the Salem vein. Besides the specimens found by myself, a number of

others were then presented to the Survey by Mr. T. Price Wetherill, of

Tremont. Mr. W. Lorenz, Superintendent of the Philadelphia & Reading

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVI. 99 2Y
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R. II. direc;e*l llie researches to the more interesting lociililios, pri'scntcd

to me all tiie specimens found by himself, and when I returned to Phila-

delphia gave me the privilege of examining his cabine', to select from

it all the materials which might be of use to my work.

The last, but not the least, important communication to the Survey is

due to ^Ir, S. S. Strong, of Morris, 111. I have already remarked upon his

cabinet, which was opened for my researches in connection with the Geo-

logical Survey of Illinois. Since that time this proficient explorer of

vegetable remains has constantly increased his splendid collection, especially

from the nodules of !Mazou creek. Lately he proposed that I should go to

Morris to make a fair review of his specimens and to determine them, offer-

ing to the Survey, as a compensation to m}' work, all those which I should

consider as representatives of very rare or new species. This examination

has added an important s'.ore of materials of great value to those whicli we
had already ; and it is evident that by the addition of a number of species

of various types, either new or not observed before at Morris, we have in

the flora of that locality the best possible point of comparison for geological

distribution ot the coal flora ; while, by its station between the two essential

subdivisions of the coal measures, it offers the same advantages forjudging

of the modifications of the plants in passing from the sub carboniferous

upwards.

To close this enumeration of the resources now in store for the prepara-

tion of the North America Coal Flora I have still to mention the publica-

tions made in this country upon the same subject , for of course this Flora

has to take into consideration the materials used in the preparation of these

works. The most important ones are the memoirs of Professor J. AY. Daw-
son, of Montreal, who has studied for years the Devonian and lower carbo.

niferous floras of Canada, and of the Western States with a patience and

industry which have justly rendered his name famous. After this in de-

gree of importance we have, in the first volume on the Paleontology of the

Geological Reports of Ohio, a valuable monography of fruits of the carboni-

ferous by Dr. Newberry. It throws much light ujion the true characters of

those vegetable remains so rarely found in a good state of ])reservation, and

so difflcult to study, especially in regard to their relationsliips. A
number of them had been briefly described, by the same author, in the

Annals of Science, IS.irs. The second volume of the same Report is en-

riched bj' a memoir of Professsr E B. Andrews, upon species of fossil

plants discoveretl by himself in the formation of the AVaverly Sandstone of

Ohio. By the precise descriptions and the splendid illustrations of the spe-

cies representing new tyi)ioal forms of the vegetation of the coal this mem-
oir is indeed an important contribution to vegetable paleontology. We
had had before upon some species of the Vespertine of Virginia a too short

paper from Professor B. F. Meek, with two fine plates of illustrations, and

an accuracy of description which so remarkably charactcri/ed this paleonto-

logist who leaves behind him a wide-world repute. This has been followed

up by another memoir on the conglomerate series of Virginia, by Pro-
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fess.)r V. Fon'aine. No plates are given as illustration of the species ; but

these are so carefully described that the characters are easily recognized with-

out figures. In connection with Professor I. C Wliite, these gentlemen are

now studying a lot of fossil plants whose discovery is due to Professor John J.

Stevenson, but whose specimens were collected by themselves. They rep-

resent an upper section of the carboniferous, apparently touching on the

Permian. The results of this study which they intend to publish soon, can

not fail to add new materials which ought to contribute to the fullness of

the coal flora.

From all that has been seen above it is clear that this Coitl Flora, in

preparation for the second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, is not merely

a description with figures of the species of the coal measures of that Sta*e.

The concentration of such researches within precise geographical limits

would deprive them of any importance, and of anyscieulific value ; for the

work done in that way would give only a very meagre repres:;ntation of

the vegetation of the coal period, and it is desirable to know it in its whole

extent, as far as our acquaintance with it ha- advanced until now. I pur-

pose, therefore, to consider all the plants found in the coal measures, from the

eastern limits of the continent (New Scotia, NewBrunswick) to the eastern

borders of the coal fields in Kansas. Even farther AVest, in the Rocky
Mountains, a few remains of Ctilamiies have been found. They represent

merelj'^ two species recognized in the Permian as well as in the carbonifer-

ous of Europe, and they offer no great interest by their specific characters.

They have to be described, however, as servicenble for comparison in case

of future discoveries. And considering the vertical distribution of the vege-

tation of the coal, it is advisable also to give to tliis flora the widest possi-

ble range, and to admit into it all the species of land plants recognized on

this continent, from the first appearance of land vegetation in the upper Si-

lurian strata, to the end of the carboniferous period. The true devonian

species, those which have not yet been observed in the Catskill or Old Red
sandstone, now considered as lower carboniferous, are very few in number,

not more than half a dozen perhaps. It is probable that similar or related

types may be recognized hereafter in the true coal measures. Wewant to

know them, therefore, for eventual comparison. Moreover, they enter into

the history of the coal flora as ancestors ; and in its records nothing should

be omitted which may throw any light into the important question of

the development of the primitive types, reappearing under modified

characters. I quo;e a single example as illustration. There is in the coal

of Morris a species o? Neuropteris, with leaflets seemingly branching in an

anomalous way, by the splitting of the rachis either at the base or in the

middle of the leaflets. This species, described as Neuropterisfaseiculata, has

been considered as a kind of monstrosity or a casual decomposition of the

leaflets, as avc see sometimes in the living flora. But the same character is

seen already in Megalopterlx, a species of the lowest coal measures ; thus we
find it continued in tliat Neuro'pteris of Morris, and thereby have a proof

of its persistence from the base to the middle of the carboniferous.
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Let me now answer tlie ques!ii)ns wliich the above exposition may have

suggested. What is the purpose of this work? What are the results

already obtained from the researches? What may be expected of its com-

pletion? A constantly more intimate accpiaintance with the characters of

the coal Hora is the first and natural result of prolonj^ed and extensive

cxp'orations. This will not say, however, that we shall have by this a

full hjstor}' of the vegetation of the coal. For, as it has been remarked in

the beginning of this papiT, the fossil vegetable remains of the coal are

generally mere fiagments, which, considered separately, do not show the

characters of the whole plants to which they pertain These can be

recognized only by the comparison, sometimes of a large number of speci-

mens ; and it may even be said that many of tlie species of the coal are

without any scieutific value, for the reas.Mi that they are defined by charac-

ters which belong to mere fragments. And the deficiency of reliable

specific characters ai)ply not only to the coal plants themselves, but be-

come more evident still in the attempts made to fix their relation to the

plants of our time.

The insufficienc}' of the evidence afforded to the student by those mere

fragments of vegetables has been complained of by the most sagacious

paleontologists, and has discouraged the most ardent followers of Paleo-

botany. Lindley and Hutton bitterl^y lament it in their fossil flora of

Great Britain, which, however incomplete it may be, has become a classic

or leading work, and is now re-edited in its integrity. Hooker, the prince

of the botanists of our ago, while connected with the Geological Survey

of England, makes, in his report, a comparison of the vegetation of the coal

with that of our time, and devotes the largest part of it to exemplify by

figures and descriptions how rarely fragments of ferns may represent the

characters of the species to which thej' belong, lie has, however, in the

exposi ion of the structure of the St'ginaria and of Lepidostrobi, the fruits

of Lepid >dendron, anatomically studied from silicified specimens, thrown

such light on the affinity of those plants, that his too short memoir is

considered as the most important on the subject. Br.)ngniart, also a prince

among the botanists of his time, spent many years in exploring the

coal measures of France and Belgium, in visiting all the museums where

specimens of fossil vegetables were preserved, before he began, in 1828,

the prei)aration of his great work on the fossil flora of the coal. Adding

to bis stock of materials by exchanges and by communications received

from the scientific world at large, he pursued his labors until 1844, when he

abandoned the work half done. His Flora is, however, even now the most

reliable guide to the student of Paleobotany. Goi)i)ert, too, supposing that

from the immense number of specimens of coal plants gathered into his

splendid cabinet he should be able to fix a new classification of the ferns of

the coal from the characters of their fructifications, began his Genera

(0(yt()i.nr/en) in 1841, and abandoned it, discouraged, after six fascicules had

been published. This work, however, incomplete as it is, has, by the

exempliticalion of the structure of a number of forms of the fructifications
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of ferns, directed researches toward this new field of exploration and
opened a path which, by and by, enhxrged by new discoveries, may afford

a more reliable way for the determination of sijecies of this family. Sill

more recentlj'. Golden berg attempted a detailed monography of the

fossil p]iinis of Saarhvuck (^Flora Sar/^pontana), where he had found an

abundance of valuable materials. Of it he published only three fascicules;

but they represent a valuable monography of the ISijillarm, and this also

is a gain to the fossil flora.

What conclusions may be derived from this? Shall we say that the coal

flora cannot be studied with advantage from a number of specimens ob-

served at peculiar localities? Shall we admit that this flora cannot be

studied at all, and that it should be left in its grand and sublime mystery?

The first assertion is right ; the second rests upon an objection, which may
be made against every study, which tends to the interpretation of docu-

ments whose writing is as yet imperfectly known. The hieroglyphs of

the Pyramids are still more obscure, still farther from exposing a compre-

hensive record of the history of the people who built them. Some have

been deciphered, nevertheless, and a few pages of the writing have thrown a

deal of light upon that history and have been accepted by science as a mo-
mentous revelation. The history of our earth is not a less important

knowledge than that of the races of men who have inhabited it. And how
can it be studied in all its bearings, if we do not take into consideration

the physical laws which have governed its atmosphere from the begin-

ning? The plants are the true recorders of atmospheric circumstances,

and the fossil plants the documents, the hieroglyphs written and left in

the strata of the earth for the interpretation of their laws. They have re-

corded them as clearly as it is done by the instruments used now, the

thermometers, the barometers, the hygrometers, etc. Shall we not open

the great book and try to read at least some of its pages, though they may
have become obscured by the walk of time? And as all animal life de-

pends on plants, the concordance of the development of both the vegetable

and animal worlds, should not be forgotten when we come to consider the

advantages which may be derived from the study of the coal flora of

America. For, of course, these advantages cannot be derivable in such

plenitude from an acquaintance with the vegetation of a single countrj''.

What has been discovered in Europe, from paleontological evidence, has

to be either confirmed, or perhaps, presented under a new light, by what
may be found on this continent.

Tl)e results of the researches on the remains of coal plants in this country,

as far as they have now reached, may be already accounted creditable and

valuable. They have proved the exis ence of land vegetation, as far down
as the Upper Silurian period. They have settled the question of the exist-

ence of a marine vegetation in the true coal measures, where fucoidal re-

mains, some of them referable to old types, have been discovered in Pennsyl-

vania and Indiana. Tliey have also posi i vel }• established the fact oft he exist-

ence of Fungi or Mushrooms at the epoch of the coal. But by far the more in-
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teresting data procured refer to the discovery in our carboniferous measures
of species of plants which have been until now considered in Europe as char-

acteristic of more recent formations. Thus we have in the sub-carboniferous,

under the Chester limestone of Illinois, leaves referable to the genus Glos-

sopteriK, as described by Brongniai t, and remarkably similar to those of his

6. NilUoniitna. This genus, saysSchimper, has no analogous in the present

vegetation, and its existence appears limited to the first half of the Juras-

sic period. This is remarkable indeed ; and it might be supjwsed that

though the specimens of this species are very clearly defined in their char-

acters, they may represent a different and new type with a mere casual

likeness. But we have at Morris, from the first coal above the mill-

stone grit, a fine leaf of Phlebopteris {Dictyopltyllum), preserved in its in-

tegrity, with i'lS distinct characters, the peculiar nervation not remarked in

any other genus. And this genus is also Liassic, for Europe at least. Beside

this, the coal of Morris is related to the Permian of Europe by a number of

identical types, a fact remarked already by Schimper. The species of Spi-

rangiuin, for example, are not rare in the nodules of Mazon creek. From the

sub-carboniferous of Alabama and of Pennsylvania we have two species of

TiMiilopterix, a genus also considered in Europe as limited to the Permian.

This enumerati(m might be pursued farther ; but the peculiarities of distri-

bution will be better understood when accompanied by the description of

species, and by the notes upon their relationships.

From the remarks made already it is easily understood that the docu-

ments concerning the geographical distribution of the species of the coal

flora have been carefully searched for and recorded. They are already val-

uable for comparing the characters of the vege:ation, not only in the diflTer-

cnt basins in North America, but of Europe also. To elucidate this (lues-

tion as far as possible stations, fixed at distant localities, and where long

and persistent explorations have been pursued, are especiall}' valuable.

With the station of Newport, Rhode Island ; that of Cannclton, Pennsylva-

nia ; of Morris, Illinois ; of Clinton, Missouri ; of Pomeroy, Ohio; of two
localities in the coal mines of Alabama, we may expect to find by compari-

son of the floras reliable documents in regard to the question of the hori-

zontal or geographical distribution of the species.

The last and more important question refers to the stratigraiihical distri-

bution of the coal plants; and to it belongs, as a postulate, that of the possi-

bility of determining the relative horizons of the coal beds from the vege-

table fossil remains possibly discovered in connection with them. This

question has been for a long time, and is still, at i.ssue among European
paleont')logist8, who are generally inclined to admit that there is or

8h:)uld be a marked diversity in the floras of coal strata of different ages or of

different horizons. Imbued with this persuasion I began researches in

Pennsylvania with the idea that in a fair and open field like that of our car-

boniferous measures, which are exposed to e.vploralion, souielinus for great

thicknesses of stra'a, and besides, over very wide areas, a problem of this

kind should be easily solved. Mybelief in the applicability of paleontology
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to the identification of the coal beds was confirmed by the opinion of

the minerS; who, wlien questioned on the su])ject, generally asserted

that it was for them an easy matter to tell one coal from another by

comparing tlie roof shales, and their remains of plants. My first attempt to

a determination of t,his kind, in connection with the first Geological Survey

of Pennsylvania, was, as observed by Professor Lesley, a marked failure.

For I considered the Salem vein of Port Carbon as the equivalent of the

Mammoth, while these represent the two extremes of the Anthracite meas-

sure«, one at the base, the other in the upper part. But paleontology is not

accountable for a personal blunder, which, moreover, was forced upon me
by peculiar circumstances which, if they do not make it excusable,

at least explain it. I had found, back of the hill facing Port Carbon,

just after passing tlie cut of the railroad entering Mill creek, large heaps of

shale extreme!}^ rich in fossils, and had there made a prolonged search for

the study of a well determined local flora, when I was informed by a miner

that I should find opposite, and at the foot of Sharp Mountain, the same kind

of shale with abundant specimens of the same plants. There, indeed,

I found Peciipteris arborescens, an essentially characteristic species of the

upper coal, with Neuropteris Loschii, and other species seen at the first lo-

cality ; but with them were remains of Lepidodendron, of species of Sig

illaria and of Alepthopteris, which I had formerly recognized above St.

Clair, in couuec.ion with the Mammoth vein. This seemed so extraordi-

nary that I visited the same places many times on the supposition that I

had been mistaken by false appearances in the characters of the plants ; but

the same evidence was always there ; and I came to the conclu-

sion that from all appearances, that coal of Port Carbon was the equiva-

lent of the Mammoth, though differently placed by Professor R>>gers. For

all the coal beds along the valley of Mill creek are turned up vertically, and

therefore, their relative position was at that time unascertained. It was only

after years, that in my raral}les around Pottsville, on revisiting again the

heap of shales of Sharp Mountain, I was informed by the Superintendent of

a coal mine whomT met in the vicinity, that these debris were from a tunnel

pierced through a number of small veins including the upper ones, to reach

the bottom vein, the Mammoth, which was found there too thin to be

worked and had been abandoned. Therefore the remains of plants of a

number of coal beds of different horizons were there mixed together. I

do not say this in order to support an opinion which, in regard, at least,

to the application of vegetable paleontology to the identification of coal

strata, has been, by long experience, if not altered, at least reduced in the

main. For I know well, now, how rarely remains of fossil plants are

found in the same degree of profusion in connection with coal beds of the

same horizon ; how rarely, when these remains are found, they represent

the same species, or, at least, have them in the same proportional distribu-

tion ; and how careful and protracted the study of the flora of the same coal

has to be before it is possible to know the peculiar species which may be-

long exclusively to it, or be considered as the leading ones. For this
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knowledge inchules, with tlieacquaintanceof the greatest number of species

recognized at a peculiar locality, that of their mode of dispersion over wide
areas, or of the changes caused locally by the geographical distribution

of the species. When the coal beds are, tiierelbre, at great distances, it is

not possible to leave oft' the idea that the m:)dification8 in the characters of

the plants, if diHerences are observed, may have been caused as well by
local syuclironous inHuences as by a difference in the time of their f )rma-

tion or in their age. Nevertheless, I still believe that in basins of limited

areas or for beds of coal of one and the same locality, the remains of plants

in the roof shale may serve to identify the different s rata, and may thus

be used as a direction by the miners. But even in such cases the paleonto-

logical indications may fail or lead to mistakes ; for the changes in the

constituents of the roof shales are often sudden and remarkably varied. The
Cook vein of Wes'ern Kentucky, for instance, has in its shale a profusion

of remains of Lephlodendron and Lepidontrobi on one side of the main
gangway, while on the otlier it is transformed into a kind of compact bone

or cannel coal with no oiher fossils but small shells.

When tlie subject of tlic vertical distribution of the vegetation of the

coal is considered 11 priori, it seems rational to admit that the same vege-

table types cannot have been persistent for such a period of time as was
necessary not only for the growth and accumulation of the plants which
have entered into the composition of a coal bed from si.v to ten feet thick,

or more, but for the heaping of the intercallated strata, sandstone, limestone,

shale, etc., which sometimes measure hundreds of feet in tiiickness. The
study of the floras of our time does not afford us any data in regard to the

duration of vegetable types. The human races are still too young, or at

least the records of the present vegetation do not yet reach far enougli to

afford evidence of the modification of any species of plants. AVe have,

however, positive facts in the more recent geological times which prove a

remarkable degree of persistence in the characters of a flora for a distance

of time, as indicated by interstratified formations, still longer than it may
be supposed necessary' fbr the production of tsvo coal beds, and hundreds

of feet of shale, sandstone, etc. between them. In the Tertiary of the

Rocky Mountains, strata bearing jdants in connection with lignites have

been found at Point of Rocks, Wyoming Territory, and a number of

identical species, indeed, a flora bearing the same general characters, is

exposed, also with lignite beds, at Black Butte, though the two localities

are separated by tliree to four thousand feel of measures, shale, sandstone,

lignite beds, etc. If these lignite floras had been considered separately

and without evidence of the distribution of the intervening measures, tliey

would have bet-n admitted as evidently synchronous, or as representing

the same horizon. Hence the long persistence of vegetable t3'pcs is a fact

which lias to be recognized by paleontologists although it may be contra-

dictory to theoretical considerations.

The modifications in the characters of the plants are recognized, how-

ever, in the flora of the Carboniferous; but they have been slow, Iran-
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sitional, and affecting essentially the general features of periods. They give

to separate groups a peculiar character, which may serve to separate them.

In a lot of plants sent by Prof. Eug. Smith from Alabama, for example,

I found such a dissimilarity of typical forms from those of the coal meas-

ures of the north, and also such an affinity with those of the Arkansas sub-

carboniferous flora, that this relation forcibly referred both to the same

period.

The distinctive characters of the groups of the Carboniferous can be only

briefly exposed now; but they are to be more positively fixed in the Flora by

separate tables indicating all the species of plants which have been recog

nized in each of them. This Avill prove an interesting representation of

the distribution of the vegetation of the coal, not merely by the number of

species, but especially as a kind of scale marking the progress in the modi-

fication either by disappearance of some types, or by their reproduction

under different characters.

Tlie groups as recognized until now are the Catskiil, or old red ; the

Pseudo-carboniferous ; the Sub-carboniferous, or Vespertine, limited up-

wards by the millstone grit ; the Lower Carboniferous, up to the Pittsburgh

coal ; and the Upper Carboniferous, above it.

A few species of small Lycopodiaceous plants of the genus Psilophyion

(Daws), appear first in the upper Silurian, and continue, by modifications of

size especially in the Devonian, where four species are recognized. I con-

sider this genus as representing the only Devonian type which does not

pass up into the Carboniferous. There may be some others, however, as

indicated bj' fossil wood : Dadoxijlon, Syringoxylon, Prototaxites, etc. But

the anatomy of the fossil wood of the whole Carboniferous is not yet ad-

vanced enough to allow conclusions on the characters of the vegetation

represented by fossil trunks. Prof Dawson is still pursuing with an in-

dustrious energy his researches on this difficult subject, which, to my re-

gret, has remained inaccessible to me for want of materials. For except

the fossil wood of the Black Devonian shale of Ohio, no specimen of

silicified vegetable organism has been discovered in coal measures of the

United States, except the numerous stems of fern trees of Southern Ohio.

These might give materials enough f(jr the work and studious applica-

tion of a wliole life.

The more notable characteristic type of the Catskiil group is that of the

ferns described first under the generic name of Ifceggerathia, and more re-

cently of Pakeopteris and Archceopfei-is. The species are represented by

large fronds ; those of the older type with simple leafiets more or less en-

larged upwards from a narrowly cuneate, somewhat decurring base, whose

veins are straight and diverging, fan-like, merely by sub-divisions. The

forms of the leaflets are very variable ; some appear nearly linear and

merely thinly lined with parallel veins. These, however, pass to the genus

Cordaites, which is present in the whole flora of the coal measures. Tlie

modifications of Psilophytum are possibly represented in the Catskiil by a

few species of Lepidodendron. Catamites, Annularia and Asterophi/l-
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u'tes have there, also, some rare reprosentiitives. In the Pseudo-carbonifer-

ous, chanvetcrized as it is now by tlie species published by Prof. Andrews,
from the W.iverly 8ands',one of Oliio, and those deterniin:il)le from the

specimens from Port Byron, III., tiie Pal( oj)feris coin'Mines to be present.

But some of the species have lobed or decomposed leaflets, tending
by these characters to a section of the Sphenopterix, which comes later.

The predominant forms are {\w?iQof Megalopterix, a splendid fern whose ad-

vent is not prefigured in llie Hora of the Catskill by any species known until

now. But in its large leaflets and its nervation, it evidently betokens
the great family of the NeuropteridecB to which belong the most beautiful

and varied forms of the coal pla;its. The same rock group has rare species of

Alethopteris, also with very large fronds and leaflets, Ilyinenophgllites, and
broadly winged fruits of the genus Cardiocarpon. One species of Paleop-
teris. similar to P. obtusn, is remarked in this division as well as in the

Catskill group. And on another side it has some species of Lepidodendron,
LepidophloioH, a small AnterophylUtei, etc., which continue higher up, and
enter the sub-carboniferous measures. AVe have as yet too little data

in regard to the flora of the Catskill, and tiiat of the Pseudo-car-

boniferous to be able to positively recognize the points of aflUni-

ties and of difference. Most of the species have been described from
Canada and Maine, and their age generally ascribed to the Devonian, or

marked under the indefinite appellation of pre-carboniterous. The flora of

the sub-carboniferous division is, per contra, known by a large number of its

species. It is allied to the pseudo-carboniferous by those which are named
above ; by species of Sphenopteria, Triphyllopteris, Eremopteris, and espe-

cially o( AJethopterix, of analogous types. It has for its own predominant
characters some Ncuropteria, with large fronds and small leaflets as N.
Smithii, which though extremely abundant in Alabama and Virginia, has

not as yet been discovered in the coal measures above the Millstone grit

;

Nmropteris teaivfolia, which persists even to the highest strata of

the coal, is there also. Professor Fontaine has seen in the Vespertine of

Virginia species of Odontopteris, a genus predicted by the fine Eremopteris

mnrrjinata of the pseudo-carboniferous. This one partakes of the Odontop-
teriit type, quit'' as much as of the Eremnpteris character, recalling also

something of the faciesof Mcfjalopteris, which has not been seen in the sub-

carboniferous until now. In this last division, the number of species is, as

stated, greatly multiplied, and it becomes now difficult to positively mark
those which an^ limited to it. Tiie Lepidodendron, especially, are extremely

abundant. The old types L. Stcrnbergii, L. VeUheimuinum, L. aculeatum,

etc., appear mixed with more recent ones, and with others which seem
peculiar to this division : as L. squamiferum from the Helena vein of Ala-

Inlma, which l)ears upon its bark true scales, easily detached, and at the

same time, the scars of leaves generally remarked upon the trunks and
branches of Lepidodendron. The collateral genera are represented also: Ul-

odendron, IJalonia, Lepidophloion, Knorria ; Stijmaria is there in abund-

ance, though remains of SijUlaria are as yet extremely tare. Among the
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species wliicli have been considered in Europe as characteristic of the Moun-

tain Limestone of i he culm, we have in the sub-carboniferous of Alabama and

Virginia Alethopteris nervosa, A. muricntd, and Splienoptcris Hceninrjhivisii,

this as common in the shale of the Helena coal as Neuropteris Smithii.

These three species, however, ascend in the American coal measures to

above the Millstone grit, which, though a kind of geological delimitation,

as well traced here as in Europe, is not a very definite line of demarcation

between the vegetable groups. For, with few exceptions, the lower carbon-

iferous flora has still the types of the sub-carboniferous, merely modified,

and represented by an increased or diminished number of species. The ly-

copodlaceous are still more abundant ; and we have, especially in the lower

veins, immediately above the Millstone grit, the largest number of species

of Lepi.lodendron and Ulodendron. Stlgmnria and Sigillaria have gained

in predominance; and in the ferns, new species o^ Neuropteridm, especially

some large-leaved Neuropteris and Odontopteris, are seen for the first time.

The wide-ranged Alethopteris Serlii, and its analogous species A. lonch-

itica, are there also ; the first already seen in the sub-carboniferous,

the second a derivation of A. Helenm, of the same lower division. A.

Pennsylvanica and A. Sullivantii, may be counted too in the first coal

above the conglomerate, as prefiguring in their more important characters

those of the Callipteris, which comes later in order of time. For one species

of this last genus only is known in the lower carboniferous, and another

from the Cannelton coal, already somewhat high up in the measures. As the

largest number of the species of plants of the coal have been obtained from

the lower carboniferous, it would be possible to continue the enumeration

of the species which are considered as proper to it or as characteristic. But

subsequent researches may greatly reduce the number; for as yet few strata

bearing remains of plants have been discovered in the upper carboniferous.

This division may be limited from the base or from the top of the barren

measures underlying the Pittsburgh coal; for indeed we know as yet noth-

ing of the flora of these barren strata. In ascending from the Millstone grit,

after passing the two first coal beds above it, the vegetation is rapidly modi-

fied in its characters by the gradual disappearance of the Lycopodiaceous

types, and the increasing predominance of the ferns. The species of Sigil-

laria continue in about the same proportion ; Annularia, SpJienophyllum,

Asterophi/Uites, become more abundant. And while some of the generic di

visions of the ferns, like Alethopteris and the large-leaved Pecopteris, seem

to pass away; the group of the Gyathem, represented by Pecopteris arbores-

cens, P. oreopteridia, P. polymorpha, etc., become the more numerous,

and especially characterize the upper carboniferous. They mostly belong

to tree ferns, which, besides the extreme abundance of their pinnae in the

highest veins of Pennsylvania, have left, petrified in the sandstone of Ohio

and Vii'ginia a prodigious quantity of trunks representing whole forests.

With these there is no trace of L'pidoden'lron ; some Sigillaria are left.

The vegetable work! was at that period a world of ferns, mixed with the

Cordaites, a race of as vet undetermined relation, it seems, half lycopodia-
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ceoiis, h:ilf conifei-s. Tliese plants are mostly known by their long linear,

ribbon -like leaves ; their stems have been very rarely fouml. Some large,

bushy species of Neuropteris have persisted. K. hirsuta and N. Loschi/ as-

cend from the Millstonr grit to the Permian. And above the Pit'sbiirgh

coal or even in connection with it are found the Callipteris : CalUpteri»

Moorii, and Callipteris conferta, this last species one considered in Europe

as Permian, and found by tlie Virginian geologists, Fontaine and White, in

the highest strata of the carboniferous. Wehave seen, however, that many
other so-called Permian types are remarked in the American coal measures

already from below the millstone grit ; and therefore, il is not as yet advis-

able to consider as Permian those upper strata which, beside this CiiUip-

teris, have a number of representations of truly carboniferous species.

It remains only to state how far the work on tlie American coal flora

has progressed towards its completion. The plates, si.xt}' in number, are

all ready. The number miglit be still further increased b}' several species

which cannot be clearly represented by descriptions only ; l)ut wood cuts

may be used for the purpose, if it is advisable and possible to have any

iiitercallated into the text. The description of the species and the remarks

upon their diversified characters, as seen in the comparison of the speci-

mens, have been all written, and, therefore, the manuscript may be

definitely prepared in a short time. It is, however, not yet in its final

shape, as the records have to be left open for the admission of any valuable

(lata which the continued communications of materials wx&y bring to the

Flora.

This synopsis is very incomplete, but it cannot be made comprehensible

without the tables of distribution, even if a large number of species were

enumerated. Moreover the limitation of the vegetable groups is not yet

definite enough. New and indeed ver}-^ desirable discoveries, especially

of plants of the Lower Carboniferous, the Vespertine of Pennsylvania, and

the Devonian Hamilton Coal Measures of the Juniata, may compel impor-

tant modifications. Therefore, the divisions as marked above, as well as

their names, should be considered only temporary. They are subject, of

course, to geological evidence which ought to govern them. The final

nomenclature of the groups of the "Coal Flora" must accord with that

of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.


